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DEPLOSUN LIGHT PIPES it’s a new system that captures daylight through domes located in the building roofs and transports it many meters inside using
a high reflectivity (98%) aluminium tube. Bring natural light to black areas o rooms without windows like bathrooms, basements, offices, industrial buildings such
as warehouse, manufacturing areas, subway stations and enjoy from the advantages of daylighting where you never expected to be possible.

FINAL RESULT is brightening areas, full of live thanks to sun light. Transform completely black areas and reduce up to 45%-50% lighting energy
consumption using free and sustainable natural energy.

DEPLOSUN SYSTEMS from ESPACIO SOLAR is a modular concept where each customer can purchase a complete kit or independent modules to be
integrated in their own constructive light pipe solutions. That means that any light pipe manufacturer could use our Glass.top and Flat.Top domes to
introduce   glass advantages in their products as a product upgrade. Also our portfolio of Diffusers DEPLO-DIF, could be adapted to any system.

Deliver crystal clear and homogeneous daylight with the radiance of natural light. Selective UV rays protection in order to preserve inside materials
(furniture) from degradation. A simple design harmonizes with any decoration. Call us for special features.

Patented reflective GRID with DEPLOCELL TECHNOLOGY manufactured in high reflective aluminium that captures and redirects sun rays inside the
pipe increasing performance.The special shape and design maximizes winter performance (lowest rays) and minimizes summer performance protecting
from excessive heat stroke.

Due to a superficial silver treatment  SILVER-PLUS  98%  ( 98% super-reflective  factor  as per DIN5036) , they could transfer sun light up to  21 m. Is
the only in the market to be a sold reflective material and not a laminated polymer sheet, so we could guaranty a better stability to sun exposure during
all live of the tube (25 years guaranty)

INTRODUCTION

A MODULAR SISTEM

3. DIFFUSERS DEPLO-DIF

2. REFLECTIVE PIPE DEPLO·DUCT
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Manufactured in “double glass” technology with isolation air chamber with Argon. External double glazed tempered glass gives the system a mechanical (450 Kg/m2 
snow load) and scratch endurance almost impossible to achieve with any plastic. The Low EmisU=1,2 w/m2K)sion internal Glass and the Argon air chamber gives the 
best Thermal Transmitance (U=1,2 w/m2K)
endurance almost impossible to achieve with any plastic in the market.

1. DEPLOSUN GLASS TOP  ARTIC  DOMES  WITH DEPLOCELL TECHNOLOGY

      ARTIC GLASS TOP
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INTRODUCTION

DEPLOCELL, REFLECTING THE BEARER TO DOUBLE THE PERFORMANCE OF TUBULAR SKYLIGHTS

Reflective grid DEPLOCELL is a Patented System
that captures sun light and redirects sun rays inside
the pipe, increasing up to doubling  performance
comparing to traditional sun pipes in the market.

Reflective grid DEPLOCELL is factory mounted inside
isolation air chamber from the double glazed device,
being absolutely protected from dust and scratch
In conventional light pipes domes, low rays (winter),
they have to go through many reflections inside the
pipe, and decreases performance.

Patented reflective-grid is manufactured in aluminum
SILVER-PLUS 98% with a superficial silver treatment
up to 98% as per DIN5030 , with 25 years guaranty.
Due to be a sold reflective material , we could guaranty
a better stability to sun exposure.

When installing Deplosun Glass.top, the DEPLOCELL grid should be
south oriented to maximize sun capture  during all day.

SKYLIGHT INSTALATION

TRADITIONAL DOME DEPLOSUN DOME

In conventional domes, low rays (winter), hit †inside the aluminum pipe
with a very low inclination angle causing rays to go throught multiple
reflections before reaching the end of the tube, of course this decreasing
their performance.

DEPLOSUN domes with DEPLOCELL technology redirects sun rays inside
the pipe reducing reflections inside, increasing up to doubling the amount
of light comparing with traditional sun pipes in the market.

DEPLOCELL TECHNOLOGY



2. DEPLOCELL GRID IN FRONT OF CONVENTIONAL DOMES

4. LEED CERTIFICATION
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MAIN DIFFERENCES IN FRONT OF CONVENTIONAL LIGHT PIPES

DEPLOSUN technology (pat nº P200201087) in high reflective aluminium
to capture and redirect sun rays inside the pipe, will increase dramatically
performance. It's the only system without a sun tracking mechanical
system that maximizes sun light with 3 specially designed and oriented
planes for morning, midday and afternoon rays. It's design maximized
performance in winter (low rays) and decreases it in summer preventing
from heat stroke.

5. 100% ALUMINIUM PIPE IN FRONT OF LAMINATED DUCTS

Due to a superficial silver treatment SILVER·PLUS  98%  ( 98% super-reflective  factor  as per DIN5036),
they could transfer sun light up to  21 m. Is the only in the market to be a sold reflective material and
not a laminated polymer sheet, so we could guaranty a better stability to sun exposure during all live of
the tube (25 years guaranty).

DEPLOSUN is the only one offering big diameters up to 95 Cm. This sizes lets us be much more efficient
to illuminate big areas like warehouses or sport- arenas.

The utilization of Cradle to Cradle products like DEPLOSUN GLASS TOP in a project will give LEED credits
in ENVIROMENTALLY PREFERABLE MATERIALS and INNOVATION DESIGN CREDIT.

The earliest glass objects were created by man for over 5,000 years and are in a condition very similar to the original. Plastic manufacturers, however, give no more than 10 years warranty for any material placed outdoors.
If you had to choose a material for your skylights, what pick, plastic or glass?

GLASS TOP FRONT PLASTIC

Our domes and skylights are the only market made double glazed with internal anti-condensation air chamber,
which improves the thermal insulation. The hardened exterior of his face gives him a mechanical Resistance
to impact and scratch consguir hard plastics.

Glass has a high superficial
hardness up 6,5 Mohrs. Will never
get scratched and Will never loose
it’s light properties.

AGING

SCRATCH
RESISTANCE

ACUSTIC
INSULATION

TERMAL
INSULATION

It yellows, cracks and looses mechanical
properties with the years. Chemical
agents can accelerate degradation
process. Only 10 years guaranty.

Glass has not aging process, and
their properties get inalterable for
years.

Plastic could be scratch very easily
when cleaned or manipulating,
loosing light properties.

Acoustic isolation is very low
because there is only one plastic
barrier and continous air flow, that
let sound come in and out.

Very high acoustic isolation due
to a double glazed window with
air chamber and a 100% sealed
system. We could Reach up to
49 dBs in flat top models

Monovalve dome from 3mm
thikness with air flow system will
offer a very  low thermal insulation.
Normally up to U=5,4 W/m2-K

100% sealing system, will reach

MONOVALVE PLASTIC DOME DEPLOSUN DOMES

3. C2C (CRADLE TO CRADLE ) CERTIFICATION FOR  STANDARD  GLASS TOP  DOME
The only light pipe dome in the market with Cradle to Cradle® Certifification, which  is
a multi-attribute eco-label that assesses a products safety to humans and the environment
and design for future life cycles.

6. ISOLATED FLASHING  DESIGNED FOR VERY COLD WEATHERS 

The Flashing for this Glass Top ARTIC version is design with a 8 Cm isolating Mineral 
Wool 

 Specially design for very cold climate.
the tube (25 years guaranty).

DEPLOSUN GLASS TOP ARTIC dome 
with double glazed window with Low 
Emission glass , air chamber 
with Argon and 100% sealed system
 that will reach U=1,2 W/m2K. 
Specially  designed for cold  climate.

 
Standard plastic domes are not 
deisgned to stand heavy snow loads,
and they are not security systems.

DEPLOSUN GLASS TOP ARTIC dome 
with double laminated  glazed window
will satnd up to 450 Kg/m2 snow load.  
Specially  designed for cold  climate.

PLASTIC                                       GLASS TOP ARTIC

      ARTIC GLASS TOP DOME
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TECHNICAL DATASHEET

transmission. Minimum quantities and prices to be determined.

UV

T                     S                             FTempered silk screen paint  Float

U

R

Thermal transmittance

Sound  attenuation

 Ultraviolet transmission coefficient

SYMBOLS:

All those features are only for Glass top domes, and they do not take
into consideration aluminium pipes and diffusers. SOUND

TRANSMISSION
HEAT
TRANSMISSION

W

GLAZING DESIGN

LOCAL LOAD (Q)

DISTRIBUTED LOAD (q)

SCRATCH RESISTANCE ( )

LIGHT TRANSMISSION U (EN 410)

ULTRAVIOLET TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT ( UV )

SOUND  ATTENUATION  (R W)

LAMINATED SECURITY GLASS

INCREASE OF PERFORMANCE (DEPLOCELL TECHNOLOGY)

STANDARD TAYLOR MADE

30dB                     30dB                     30dB

MODIFIABLE PARAMETERS

YES

YES

YES

YES

UV

ºC

INTEGRATED
UP TO 200%

YES

YES

INTEGRATED
UP TO 200%

INTEGRATED
UP TO 200%

UPPER SIDE
GLASS

REFLECTIVE

SIDE

NOT HEAT
LOOSES

NOT SOUND
ENTRANCE

A
IR

 C
H

A
M

B
E

R

LOW SIDE
GLASS

450Kg/m2             450Kg/m2            450Kg/m2

0,74 w/m2K            0,74 w/m2K          0,74w/m2K YES

 0,01                       0,01                        0,01

T4+F4 /24( Argon)/Le4   T6+F6/24(Argon)/Le4    T8+F8/24(Argon)/Le6

Le Low emission glass

48                            73                          94

Texto

SOLAR FACTOR (g)

MINERAL WOOL ISOLATION CONDUCTIVITY  (⋋) (8 Cm )

THERMAL TRANSMITTANCE (U) COMPLETE SYSTEM  ( ISO 10077-1:2006/AC:
2009 )

0,038 w/m K             0,038 w/m K            0,038 w/mK

6’5Mohrs              6’5Mohrs              6’5Mohrs

 T+ F 
(laminated)

 Le (Low emission)

A
R
G
O
N

      ARTIC GLASS TOP SYSTEM

       YES                         YES                            YES

Winter=0,81  
Summer =0,62

Winter=0,81  
Summer =0,62

Winter=0,81  
Summer =0,62

Winter=0,77  
Summer =0,62

Winter=0,77  
Summer =0,62

Winter=0,77  
Summer =0,62

300 760550

ARTIC GLASS!TOP DOMES ARTIC FLASHING 

EXTERNAL FLASHING  DIAMETER   (Cm)
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PICTURES GALLERY
      ARTIC GLASS TOP
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PICTURES GALLERY
      ARTIC GLASS TOP
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1. This�document�has�traceability�with�the�calculation�report with�the�same�number�and�date�indicated�in�this�document.�
2. The�results�refer�exclusively�to�the�sample,�product�or�material�described�in�the�complete�calculation�report.�
Applus+,� guarantees� that� this� work� has� been� done� within� our� Quality� System� requirements,� having� respected� contractual� conditions� and� legal�
standard.�
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SIMPLIFIED TEST REPORT 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

               
 

 
 

Bellaterra:��� 8th�October�2013� � � � � � Page�1/1�
�
Prepared�for:�� ESPACIO�SOLAR�
� Carrer�dels�Vergós,�11�
� 08017�Barcelona�
�
Issue�Date:�� 19th��September�2013�
�
�
OBJECTIVE�
Thermal�transmittance�calculation�of�the�“DEPLOSUN�GLASSͲTOP”�configuration�consisting�in�a�round�glassͲtop�dome�
(frame)�with�a�triple�glazing,�a�steel�cylinder�filled�with�insulation�material�(pipe),�and�a�light�diffuser�at�the�bottom.��
�
�
CALCULATION�METHOD�
The� calculations� were� carried� out� in� accordance� with� the� European� Standards� ENͲISO� 10077Ͳ1:2006/AC:2009�
“Thermal�performance�of�windows,�doors� and� shutters� Ͳ�Calculation�of� thermal� transmittance� Ͳ�Part�1:�General”,�
ENͲISO� 10077Ͳ2:2012/AC:2012� “Thermal� performance� of� windows,� doors� and� shutters� Ͳ� Calculation� of� thermal�
transmittance� Ͳ�Part�2:�Numerical�method� for� frames”�and�ENͲISO�6946:2007� “Building� components�and�building�
elements�Ͳ�Thermal�resistance�and�thermal�transmittance�Ͳ�Calculation�method”.��
�
�
RESULTS:�
Frame�thermal�transmittance�in�accordance�with�ENͲISO�10077Ͳ2:2012/AC:2012:�

Uf�=�1,83�[W/m2ͼK]�

Tube�wall�thermal�transmittance�in�accordance�with�ENͲISO�6946:2007:�

Up�=�0,44�[W/m2ͼK]�

Centre�pane�of�glazing�thermal�transmittance,�36�mm�(4+4/24arg/4be),�value�supplied�by�the�glass�manufacturer:�

Ug�=�1,20�[W/m2ͼK]�

The� thermal� transmittance� of� the� “DEPLOSUN� GLASSͲTOP”� configuration� in� accordance� with� ENͲISO�
10077Ͳ1:2006/AC:2009�is:�

UW�=�0,74�[W/m2ͼK]�
�
� �

�
�
�

Dr.�Leandro�M.�Barrera�Rolla�
Fire�Safety�Engineering�Department�
LGAI�Technological�Center,�S.A.�

 

 

Report�Number:�13/7424Ͳ3305�S�

 





Call us at 93 409 03 59
or visit www.espaciosolar.com

Images, drawings or grafics at this catalogue have not contractual purposes, they only express a particular way of instaling our products.
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